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ABSTRACT 

This dissertation examines how classic car magazines sold in the UK market use 

their intended demographics, content and design to create an end product that attracts 

both readers and advertisers. Both should be attracted to maintain any publication’s 

continued success and growth. The classic car magazine sector of automotive 

magazines still maintains strong appeal from thousands of buyers and subscribers, 

and so maximising these numbers is a key element of continued survival. 

This content analysis research of five classic car magazines on the UK market aims 

to showcase how these publications cover those three aspects, using qualitative data 

taken from numerous issues and relating back to sources in the field of magazine 

production and demographics, writing and design. Including scans of the reference 

material to demonstrate some of these ideas in action, this dissertation showcases 

numerous methodologies and ideas that the five magazines each use to continue their 

success, using the research to suggest ways in which those magazines could improve 

if necessary. 
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CHAPTER 1 - INTRODUCTION  

The classic car magazine format has been a regular mainstay of British store shelves 

for the last fifty years. With its combination of news, features and interviews, fuelled 

by nostalgia and driven by a growing interest in vintage vehicles and a lucrative 

existing audience to tap into (Federation Of British Historic Vehicles Clubs, 2020), 

this had led to a large range of classic car magazines being available on the UK 

market (WH Smith, 2023), and many ways of doing the same core ideas. 

As such, it can be hard to figure out what different magazines offer in terms of 

inspiration for any firm or individual wishing to develop their existing publication 

further or publish their own. With there being little research and analysis in this field, 

this document aims to provide an insight and suggestions to parties interested in 

developing their own classic car magazine, or teams looking to adjust their existing 

product. This content analysis of five different UK-market magazines aims to explain 

key elements which make up a typical classic car magazine, discuss and observe 

ways in which five publications aim to meet these criteria, while also referencing 

professional magazine analysis in fields such as design. 
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CHAPTER 2 - LITERATURE REVIEW & ANALYSIS 

INTRODUCTION 

LITERATURE REVIEW 

Unsurprisingly for a relatively small market, reading and research specifically into 

classic car magazines is rare, if not non-existent in the public domain. Most research 

conducted around the format either relates to areas like sales figures or unpublished 

internal research into areas like target audience, meaning this research fills in a new 

niche category, and will be using existing research on magazines in general. 

There are two main points to creating magazines, of which editors need to find the 

balance between to result in a successful publication – creating a high-quality 

product that the staff can be proud of and an audience is happy with, and making 

money (Morrish, 2003, pp. 1-3). These two fundamentals then play into the three 

components of classic car magazines that must bring readers and advertisers in, 

which are the main points of analysis here – demographics, content and design. 

The important part is balancing these two elements as best as possible, and for as 

long as possible, to achieve continued success. If a magazine is not creating 

sustainable long-term profits, then it is not succeeding, and change will be needed to 

stop the publication going out of production. There are plenty of magazines, like 

Retro Japanese, which close within a couple of years of being launched, despite 

catering to well-sized niche audiences with content that should have satisfied their 

chosen market (Retro Japanese, 2019). 

A classic car magazine is written for those with an interest in classic cars, and on 

paper, this seems like an extremely easy strategy, what with a large audience already 

and growing interest in the hobby. The Federation Of British Historic Vehicles Club 

(FBHVC)’s 2020/2021 vehicle ownership survey estimated that the number of 

people in the UK interested in owning a classic car sat at around 4.6 million (2020). 

The number of owners in the UK was estimated at 683,967 in 2020 and is projected 

to be at around 860,000 by 2025, according to their research. These figures, while 

impressive, should be narrowed down further, as while there is potential in that 

group, having a readership of even 200,000 people is beyond even a mainstream 

magazine’s audience reach today (Majid, 2023).  
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Even with a reasonably large potential audience, a classic car magazine should not 

try to cater to all audiences, as noted by John Morrish on magazines in general in 

Magazine Editing (1996). Like any business, finding a target demographic within 

this possible audience of millions, and then catering to that niche, is key. After all, 

very few classic car enthusiasts enjoy all types of classic cars. Some may enjoy a 

particular brand, or cars from a specific country for example, and both of those 

categories of enthusiasts have magazines for their interests, such as ClassicFord or 

Classic American. 

In Editorial Design, Yolanda Zappaterra notes that that “any publication should 

create an enjoyable, accessible and appropriate experience for its reader” (2007, p. 

128), which, once an ideal demographic is decided upon, should be a balance of 

content and design. Content in this regard covers both text and images, and how they 

are used by journalists and photographers to create interesting narratives to captivate 

and interest readers. As further described by Sumner and Miller in Feature And 

Magazine Writing (2013), content should be so interesting that even the most busy 

readers should be utterly distracted from doing anything else but reading further and 

further into the magazine. Magazine readers tend to be “more educated than the 

general public” on the topic they are reading about (2013, p. 12), and so finding 

stories that will interest them, are of excellent quality and high standards, then 

readers will return for more content in future editions. 

In Editorial Design, Yolanda Zappaterra describes the titular topic of her book as a 

form of visual journalism in itself: it entertains, enthrals, and emotes a reader just as 

much as the text it carries (2007, p. 1). Both a magazine’s demographic and content 

heavily influence the look of a publication based on their needs and requirements. 

For example, the majority of classic car magazines do not have to strive for design 

flair in the same way as a fashion magazine must, though some such as Magneto and 

Octane will do so, due to their intended audiences’ interest in art and design (Dennis 

Publishing, 2008) (Magneto Magazine, 2022).  

 

ANALYSIS INTRODUCTION & METHOD 

The analysis here involves the reading of several issues of different magazines 

currently available on the UK market, and comparing its features and brand to three 
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points of analysis – demographic, content and design. These are three core 

elements of magazine production that make up any brand or publication. 

The five magazines chosen for examination were as follows: Classic & Sports Car 

(Haymarket), Classic Cars (Bauer), Classics Monthly (Kelsey), 

Classic.Retro.Modern (Autoworld) and Octane (Dennis/Autovia). Due to the limited 

budget of the research, three of the most recent issues of each, during the point of 

research (May – July 2023), were analysed through reading and observation to gather 

primary qualitative data of how each magazine covers components within those three 

fields of analysis. The brands were chosen to get a good spread of demographics that 

classic car magazines cover, though with the niche market of these format, some 

audience overlap is expected. 

In terms of design for example, a singular aspect of it, such as colour, has had data 

collected on what colours are being used thematically by a particular magazine. This 

data is then compared to what experts have said about the use of colour in magazine 

design. For example, are there any positive or negative connotations from using 

yellow that may influence a reader’s emotions? (Zappaterra, 2007, p. 30) 

This analysis aims to point out both positive and negative points about each 

publication, compare it to relevant sources on the field being discussed, and use this 

evidence to suggest changes that could be made to improve the publication in areas if 

necessary. When suggestions for areas of improvement are made, these are based on 

research into those analysis points. Where applicable, scans of the original magazine 

material will be provided to visually highlight points of interest, especially in relation 

to content and design. 
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CHAPTER 3 - DEMOGRAPHICS 

AUDIENCE 

Any good team, or more specifically, its editor, should know what its magazine’s 

audience is and put them at the forefront of their aims to make a successful 

publication. Through methods such as in-house research and characterisation 

(Morrish, 1996, pp. 29-32), a team should be able to judge their reader’s needs and 

interests as best as possible, and cater their magazine to them (pp. 26-28). Readers 

who are not catered to will not be interested in continuing to purchase future issues 

or subscribing to a publication (p. 28). 

Getting this right does not just have an impact on audience-based funding, but every 

other element of a magazine. Everything from content to design is based upon 

satisfying a reader’s interests, and companies will be swayed to advertise in 

magazines based on audiences that they need to sell their goods and services to, just 

to name two examples. 

Classic & Sports Car and Octane both share a very similar market of well-educated, 

middle-aged (45-55 years old), car collectors and enthusiasts, but have very different 

ways of meeting their audience’s interests. Especially in Octane’s case, it represents 

something of a lifestyle magazine rather than a hobbyist publication; a website for 

the brand once claimed that its typical reader spent “an average of £1,369 on their 

watch” (Dennis Publishing, 2008), for example. Classic Cars’ interests are similar 

but are aimed more at a broader range of wealth than specifically richer individuals. 

Their target audience is between 30 and 60 with an average age of 47, generally 

already a classic car owner, who makes higher than average wages and as such, can 

afford to be involved with their vehicle regularly, both in maintaining and driving 

(Bauer Media, 2011). 

Classics Monthly, which has changed ownership multiple times since its creation in 

1997, has also skewed its market appeal in recent years. Currently, it targets a less-

affluent hobbyist market, aimed primarily at individuals with an interest in repairing 

and restoring affordable vintage vehicles often found on UK roads, akin to Bauer 

publication Practical Classics. It currently resides in this position mostly thanks to 

current publisher Kelsey Media’s vast empire of motoring magazines such as Classic 

Car Buyer, Classic Car Mart and Future Classics, which have a heavier focus on 
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buying and selling classic cars, fitting under its Classics World moniker (Kelsey 

Media, n.d.). 

Classic.Retro.Modern’s audience situation is interesting. Its website claims that the 

publication “is fresh enough to appeal to young drivers taking their first tentative 

steps in the world of classic cars”, while also being “established enough to appeal to 

knowledgeable enthusiasts who have seen it all” (Motorworld Media, 2018). This is 

an extremely contradictory statement; blending material intended for an audience of 

new enthusiasts and seasoned experts creates a magazine where neither audience 

feels particularly catered to. These ideas should be two separate magazines, not one 

amalgamation. But it is clear that people are buying Classic.Retro.Modern issues, 

and so finding out the demographic of this actual audience, and figuring out how best 

to cater to them, is vital to ensure continued survival. 

 

ADVERTISING 

Magazine designer Vince Frost once noted that magazine content is “built around the 

idea that editorial breaks up the advertising” – it merely exists to sell advertising to 

an audience (Zappaterra, 2007, p. 17). Though not always the case, only a minute 

number of magazines are 100% reader-funded , with the five analysed featured here 

all requiring advertiser funding to help finance the team and generate profit. 

While some companies like Vintage Tyres and Lancaster Insurance advertise in 

several publications due to their wider appeal and catering to numerous markets, 

there are plenty more who advertise in magazines that cater more specifically to their 

intended audience. After all, a company do not want to spend its advertising budget 

appealing to an audience that they cannot sell their product or service to. 
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Fig. 1A & 1B: advertising spreads from Octane (above, June 2023 pp. 190-191) as 

compared to Classics Monthly (below, May 2023 pp. 126-127). 
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An example of this comes with car dealerships and auction houses. Octane (see Fig. 

1A) attracts affluent, high-end dealerships selling vehicles worth hundreds of 

thousands that its intended reader demographic might be interested in purchasing, 

while Classics Monthly (see Fig. 1B) attracts dealerships that sell cars at far lower 

prices, and that are more accessible to a less-wealthy audience. 

 

Fig. 2A: advertising spread from the July 2023 issue of Classic & Sports Car (pp. 

178-179). 

Another thing to consider is how much space advertising space takes up within a 

publication. In his book Publication Design (1982), Roy Paul Nelson designates that 

there should be a set ratio between advertising space and editorial content. He 

proposes that a magazine should be somewhere between 70:30 and 50:50, leaning 

towards advertising – anything below that, such as 40:60, and to quote Nelson, “the 

magazine is in trouble” (p. 142). In this instance, the argument may be somewhat 

nullified due to the niche nature of these magazines as compared to the mainstream 

publications that Nelson is referring to, and how magazines have changed since his 

book was published in 1982. Most modern sources state an average of between 50:50 
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and 40:60 as being fine (Grafterr, 2019). However, I still wanted to find out what the 

ratio of these magazines’ advertising to editorial was. 

Through counting the total number of pages per magazine, and the number of those 

pages with more advertising than content, I have noted the average ratio of dedicated 

advertising to editorial space across the five brands. There are a few details worth 

clarifying in relation to what did and did not count. For example, some of the 

magazines, notably Classics Monthly, sometimes have regular features sponsored by 

companies, such as Lancaster Insurance’s sponsorship of its ‘Buying Guide' articles. 

However, as those articles are simply sponsored and the advertising is not a key 

component of the article, I have decided to not count those pages. Loose inserts 

featuring advertising, meanwhile, were counted. 

These ratios are based on an average compiled from all three issues of each 

magazine, and follows the same format as Nelson’s discussion: 

• Classic & Sports Car – 50:50 

• Classic Cars – 45:55 

• Classics Monthly – 33:67 

• Classic.Retro.Modern – 25:75 

• Octane – 33:67 

From this, we can see that all of the magazines put preferential treatment towards 

content over advertising, with an average ratio of between 1:1 and 1:2. Classic & 

Sports Car features a 50:50 average, meaning for about every page of content, there 

is one of advertising. Classic.Retro.Modern, meanwhile, averages at just one page of 

advertising to every four of editorial content. 
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Fig. 3A: advertising spread from the March 2023 issue of Classic.Retro.Modern, 

featuring gaps filled in by old car advertisements (pp. 138-139). 

Continuing with Classic.Retro.Modern, every issue features plenty of space being 

used to display scans of old car adverts and posters. While it makes for nice visual 

material, it sometimes distracts from paid advertisements, especially when the two 

are placed right next to each other (see Fig. 3A). The bigger implication, however, is 

that these old adverts are being used to fill in space because firms are not interested 

in paying for advertising space. It seems to be that Classic.Retro.Modern is 

struggling to pull in advertisers, and the result seems to be a magazine that, to 

paraphrase Nelson, seems to be in “big, big trouble”. 

 

BRAND 

Having a strong brand that is identifiable by a target audience is the third piece of the 

demographics puzzle. Though all of these titles go for a niche demographic, there 

will be times that these magazines have very similar audiences, and in fact, may 

collectively be purchased by some. As such, developing a brand that stands out to a 

prospective reader is vital. 
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Helped by being published by magazine giant Haymarket, the brand’s existence 

since 1982 and its strong presence on magazine racks since, Classic & Sports Car 

prides itself on being a go-to source for enthusiasts of all interests, though primarily 

those interested in sports and GT cars (see Car Selection). The name, for example, 

tells a prospective buyer what the magazine is all about, and makes for a 

recognisable name that most enthusiasts know about. 

Meanwhile, if it were a brand being launched today, Classic Cars would likely suffer 

in that its name is simplistic and does not allow for good search engine optimisation 

(SEO) (Lamour, 2020). Searching the name online, for example, will rarely, if ever, 

show the brand’s website, even as far back as the second or third page of a search 

engine without including the prefix “magazine” afterwards. The saving grace is that 

Classic Cars (Thoroughbred & Classic Cars in export markets) has existed since 

1973, giving the brand 50 years to develop to offset its generic name and build a 

brand for itself. 

Similar to the more-popular Practical Classics, the brand that Classics Monthly is 

built on surrounds trading, restoring and enjoying classic cars, through from a more 

hand-on perspective. The brand has existed since 1997, first published by SPL 

Publishing under the Classics name, before a series of ownership changes led to it 

being managed by Kelsey Publishing. The Classics name returned on the front cover 

following a design revamp in 2018, which does lead to a conflict of identity. 

Classic.Retro.Modern, the newest magazine here, launched in 2018 with a brand that 

constantly discusses how anti-zeitgeist it is compared to its competitors. Editor 

Richard Dredge’s columns make claims such as Classic.Retro.Modern bringing 

audiences “another set of features that nobody else would dare to bring you” (April 

2023, p. 3) and that Classic.Retro.Modern is not a “tick-box exercise” like “other 

magazines” (March 2023, p. 3). This seems much more fitting of a free website like 

RetroMotor, which often goes for assorted , than a typical magazine. 

Octane, which launched in 2003, was initially introduced to fill in a niche at the 

upper end of the classic car market that its founders believed was not being fulfilled, 

which is something it has done ever since. Acquired by Dennis Publishing in 2007 

and spun off into their Autovia brand of automotive publications in 2022, the 

magazine continues to cater to its audience by being an open and accessible 
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magazine featuring some of the world’s rarest and most collectible classic cars, as 

well as offering reviews of watches and outdoor gear. This is unlike rival publication 

Magneto, which is more restrictive to its audience on purpose, to create a level of 

exclusivity for a level of wealth beyond even Octane’s aims. 
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CHAPTER 4 - CONTENT 

ROAD TESTS 

If there is one type of article that defines the automotive magazine genre more than 

any other, it is the road test. First utilised by The Autocar, though not named as such 

until 1928 (Autocar, 1928), the formula of examining and driving a vehicle to assess 

its appearance, driving characteristics and other elements is only part of the equation 

within this category of magazine. Elements like a model’s history, provenance, 

reliability and value will almost always be assessed and discussed as part of a road 

test, all dependent on the publication and its intended audience. 

 

Fig 4A: A spread from ‘1980s Culture Club’, from the August 2023 issue of Classic 

Cars magazine (pp. 54-55) 

Road tests cover numerous formats. The single car road test is omnipresent in all of 

these magazines, with Classics Monthly and Classic.Retro.Modern using them for all 

of their road tests. The group test format, meanwhile, is commonly used by Classic 

& Sports Car for the majority of its road tests, while Classic Cars and Octane use 

both to varying degrees. 
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Fig. 5A and 5B: Spread from ‘Kings Of The Road’, from the July 2023 issue of 

Classic & Sports Car magazine (pp. 90-91), and from ‘It Might Be Giant’ from the 

August 2023 issue of Octane magazine (pp. 118-119). 

Even with the basic format, how it is executed changes between magazines. The 

group test format, for example, involves multiple cars within a set of constraints like 

era, price, or category of vehicle (cars from the 1970s, under £15,000, sports coupes, 

etc) are tested together. The idea is simple, but different publications take different 

approaches. Classic Cars, for example, often treats the cars they test as , devoting a 

spread to each (see Fig. 4A) to discuss its history, driving characteristics, present 

photographs and feature an interview with the owner. This is before concluding with 

what vehicle the author perceives as the best, such as in ‘1980s Culture Club’ 

(August 2023, pp. 44-58). Meanwhile, Classic & Sports Car and Octane use their 

group tests to tell a story (see Fig. 5A) rather than comparing, intertwining the 

vehicles together to create a long narrative while also covering regular road test 

elements like how the vehicles featured are to drive. 

Balancing context and experience, however, is a fine art, and often depends on the 

writer involved. A prime example is with Classic.Retro.Modern. Its road tests are 

often conducted by veteran writer Richard Heseltine, and balance context and 

experience well. In his article ‘Rotorarmed’ (April 2023, pp. 82-91), the balance 

between historical context and what the Mazda RX-7 was like to drive is at about a 

50:50 split. Meanwhile, contributor Gavin Braithwaite-Smith’s ‘Coupespace’ 

(May/June 2023, pp. 78-85) has a context/experience ratio of around 70:30, with just 

four paragraphs on the final spread featuring any sort of hands-on driving experience. 
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Fig. 6A: A spread from the first in a new batch of Classics Monthly road tests, from 

the June 2023 issue (pp. 54-55) 

Until the June 2023 issue, Classics Monthly did not actually feature a consistent road 

test section. Editor Simon Goldsworthy’s newly introduced test feature (pp. 52-56) 

offers a more technical focus than the majority of road tests, which makes sense for 

Classics Monthly’s hobbyist demographic. As the road test segment is set to continue 

into future issues, this addresses the suggestion of developing one that the research 

would have suggested being done otherwise. 

 

CAR SELECTION 

Along with the personalities who make them what they are, the car is the star of this 

genre of magazine. Just like how a fashion magazine needs to feature clothing 

relevant to its audience, a classic car magazine should feature cars that both its 

existing audience will find interesting, and a new reader may be enticed into buying 

the magazine for (Sumner & Miller, 2013, p. 12). 
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Determining what cars should be featured can depend on many factors. There are 

more common choices that pull average readers in, including Morris Minors, Minis, 

MGBs, classic Fords and Land Rovers, just to suggest a few that hobbyist magazines 

might be interested in. At the same time, predictability can get old rather quickly, and 

so quirkier choices can spice up a magazine’s selection, if used in conjunction with 

popular choices. Car & Classic’s 2023 study of the most-searched classic cars in the 

UK (Redfern, 2023) includes choices like the BMW 3 Series and Toyota MR2. 

However it is done, a good editor will have a vision of what type of cars their 

magazine should be featuring to appeal to an audience. 

Some magazine brands have it easier than others when it comes to choose in 

vehicles. Single-make publications like Classic Porsche and Triumph World have a 

limited pool of vehicles from one manufacturer they can choose from that appeal 

directly to their audience base of that manufacturer’s enthusiasts. However, as none 

of these magazines are single-make, this is not an option here. 
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Fig. 7A, 7B and 7C: spreads from the June 2023 issue of Classic & Sports Car, 

featuring two Ford Mustangs (pp. 96-97), a Kremer Porsche 911 2.7 (pp. 104-105) 
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and a Nissan Fairlady 200ZR/Mitsubishi Starion comparison test (pp. 132-133), 

showcasing the magazine’s variety while maintaining an overall sports car theme 

Classic & Sports Car and Octane most commonly feature vintage sports, GT and 

race cars like Lamborghinis, Ferraris and Porsches, which are staple vehicles of 

magazines focusing on wealthier readers. Neither are immune from more oddball 

choices however, so long as they could be considered special or have interesting 

stories. The August 2023 issue of Octane, for example, features a road test of both 

two Aston Martin DB4GT Zagato sports cars (pp. 50-60), and an AMC Mighty-Mite 

jeep (see Fig. 5B) (pp. 114-120), two very different vehicles, but ones that could be 

seen as collectable by Octane’s wealthy demographic. 

Classic.Retro.Modern generally targets cars built between 1960 and the early 2000s, 

though with most of its variety coming from vehicles built between 1970 and 2000. 

To quote the magazine’s website, the selection of vehicles in each issue are 

“accessible, attainable and relevant” (Motorworld Media, 2018). The choice of 

vehicles themselves are heavily varied, even more so than the Octane example - the 

May/June 2023 issue features both a Renault Avantine MPV (pp. 78-85) and a 

Chevrolet Chevelle SS muscle car (pp. 98-102). In terms of representing its intended 

‘newbies and nerds’ demographic, the spectrum of cars makes a lot of sense, with a 

mix of common and quirky choices. Some choices, like a Citroen SM GT car 

however (March 2023, pp. 70-79) are more upmarket than what 

Classic.Retro.Modern’s intended demographic entails, with examples in the 

condition presented currently averaging a price of between £43,700 and £70,500 

(Hagerty, 2023). 

For the most part, Classic Cars is somewhere between both of the aforementioned 

groups, almost as a middleman between Classic & Sports Car and 

Classic.Retro.Modern, dabbling with everything from vintage supercars from the 

Ford GT40 (August 2023, pp. 64-72) to everyday classics like the Mercedes 190E 

(June 2023, pp. 76-81). While it is a broad spectrum of vehicles, it makes sense with 

the magazine’s demographic to feature a wide array of vehicles, whether aspirational 

vehicles like the GT40, or more obtainable vehicles like the 190E. 

Classics Monthly’s selection of vehicles, according to Kelsey’s brand website, is 

made up of “British and European classic and sports car[s] from the 1930s to the 
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1980s” (Kelsey Media, 2023) which, based on previous statements about cars that 

are popular magazine-sellers for the hobbyist market, fits perfectly. While the vast 

majority of cars featured do meet these criteria, there are some that do not, and a 

feature focusing on modern classics (post-1990) known as ‘Emerging Classics’ is 

present in two of the three issues analysed (May 2023, pp. 106-107) (July 2023, pp. 

104-105). 
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Fig. 8A & 8B: spreads from the March 2023 issue of Classic.Retro.Modern (pp. 102-

103) and June 2023 issue of Classic & Sports Car (pp. 134-135), both featuring 

Mitsubishi Starions. 

Thanks to overlaps in magazine audiences, it is not uncommon to see identical 

choices of vehicles in different magazines at a similar time. With ever-changing 

trends in the enthusiast market, as well as some coincidences in thinking between 

writers, a specific model can suddenly peak in popularity in different magazines for a 

few months. Both Classic.Retro.Modern and Classic & Sports Car feature 

Mitsubishi Starions as part of a retrospective (‘Horse Play’, March 2023, pp. 100-

105) and comparison test (‘The Forbidden Z’, June 2023, pp. 132-139) respectively. 

This is in spite of both magazines being aimed at two different ends of the market, 

though interesting, neither use the vehicle as part of their respective issues’ main 

stories. 
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SECONDARY CONTENT 

For brevity, “secondary content” in this regard covers typical magazine mainstays 

like news articles, interviews, columns and smaller stories – the bulk of what makes 

up a classic car magazine outside of road testing. 

Any piece of content worthy of being published should be able to hook a reader with 

a great story or something interesting, continue to hold that attention throughout, and 

end with a satisfying conclusion that culminates in the reader being entertained and 

educated. Magazine readers, especially classic car magazine readers, are “more 

educated than the general public” on the topic they are reading about (Sumner & 

Miller, 2013, p. 12), and so finding stories that will both interest and entertain this 

audience is required. 

 

Fig. 9A: a spread from ‘Ignition’, the news section in the April 2023 issue of 

Classic.Retro.Modern (pp. 12-13). 

News sections in all of these publications are often very similar, focusing on topics 

that are important within their respective niches. There are some publications, such 
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as Classic Car Weekly, that act as a hybrid of magazine and newspaper. None of 

these publications are, so their news content is fairly typical across the board, with 

some deviation in terms of theme. Classic.Retro.Modern (see Fig. 9A) and Classics 

Monthly have a heavier emphasis on issues that will affect less well-off enthusiasts 

like the cost of living, as well as small-scale shows and events that fit in with its 

demographic, while Octane, Classic Cars and Classic & Sports Car often cover 

prestige shows, racing events and auction results – something much more befitting of 

their wealthier target audiences. This does not mean that these magazines do not 

feature similar content; they do, most often in areas like political policies (e.g. ULEZ 

and electrification). 

Columns are a regular feature of all these publications, generally appearing within 

the first quarter of a magazine. Seeing as most columns are dedicated to one person’s 

opinion, worldview, or experiences, it is important to make sure the columnists have 

ideas and stories that, to quote Sumner and Miller, “move, alarm, outrage, delight or 

inspire readers” (2013, p. 11). Classic & Sports Car, Octane and Classic Cars have 

the influence and budgets to attract celebrities of the classic car scene such as 

Quentin Wilson and Derek Bell. Classic.Retro.Modern has a mix of sector celebrities 

and interesting contributors such as Sarah Crabtree and Ben Hooper, while Classics 

Monthly often has magazine industry veterans like Phil White to fall upon. 
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Fig. 10A: a spread from the ‘Buying Guide’ section of the June 2023 issue of Classic 

Cars (pp. 86-87). 

The guide format varies from magazine to magazine but can be condensed into 

several key points to cover. These generally relate to purchasing a specific make and 

model and include areas of the car to look out for (engine, gearbox, suspension, etc), 

owner testimonies and static studio shots of the vehicle being discussed (see 

Photography). But how a magazine carries these ideas out varies. Classic Cars’ 

‘Buying Guide’ format (see. Fig. 10A) is two spreads of simple, clear information, 

while Classic.Retro.Modern’s ‘Ultimate Guide’ format is a long, multi-spread block 

that covers everything from a specific model like the Rover SD1 (March 2023, pp. 

128-137) to a group, like tax-exempt cars (May/June 2023, pp. 128-139). 

 

UNIQUE FEATURES 

Having a unique idea in terms of written content is a must in this niche, especially 

with plenty of archive material to play around with and helping to build a few USPs 
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for the magazine. These features most often there to play on a reader’s nostalgia, 

which makes sense considering the generally older demographics that these 

magazines possess. 

 

Fig. 11A: a spread from ‘The List’, from the July 2023 issue of Classic Cars (pp. 8-

9) 

For example, the “reader’s car” article offers an excuse to create a USP, as the basic 

principles are adjustable. The format entails presenting stories about a particular 

example of a car, usually sent in by its owner, discussing history and some 

ownership with the vehicle. Almost all of these magazines include their own 

versions, with some publications like Classics Monthly heavily relying on this for 

content. But with owners playing a huge part in assisting with the creation of content 

for these magazines, Classic Cars attempts to give back with ‘The List’, a feature 

where readers are given the chance to drive a car that they have interest in, but do not 

own. 
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While having a few unique features makes for a great piece of brand image building, 

some magazines may rely too heavily on unique features. Classics Monthly attempts 

to inform and educate readers with ‘Brands & Badges’, and ‘The Truth About…’ 

(see Fig. 12A), which act as multi-page guides or stories about an automotive brand 

or model of car respectively. At the same time, it also has ‘Archive Images’, which 

goes through the press vaults of a car manufacturer to help tell a story. 

Classic.Retro.Modern’s similar ideas, such as ‘Old News’ and ‘Sheds Heaven’ (see 

Fig. 12B) are also prime examples of good ideas that might not be being used to their 

full potential. 
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Fig. 12A & 12B: spreads from ‘The Truth About…’ (pp. 114-115) from the July 

2023 issue of Classics Monthly and ‘Sheds Heaven’ (pp. 48-49) from the May/June 

2023 issue of Classic.Retro.Modern. 

To Classics Monthly’s credit, the pieces themselves are well-written and intriguing 

stories filled with information that would heavily interest its reader base – it is 

perhaps a case of having one or two of these features with more effort put into them 

instead of several. Classic.Retro.Modern’s unique features, however, fail to do the 

one job that they should, and that is hold a reader’s attention – especially ‘Sheds 

Heaven’, and the miniscule amount of context related to every photo featured. This 

feature could be reduced to just one vehicle instead of eight, and one spread instead 

of two, creating an article that explores said vehicle in-depth, instead of featuring 

eight separate vehicles with little to no context. That way, it would allow 

Classic.Retro.Modern to gatekeep the information (Shoemaker, Vos, & Reese, 2009) 

rather than leading readers away from the magazine and towards other sources for 

more context, retaining a busy reader’s attention for longer (Sumner & Miller, 2013, 

p. 11). 
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CHAPTER 5 - DESIGN 

COVER 

The cover of a magazine is one of the most important pieces of magazine design to 

get right, hence why it is its own separate point here. A magazine cover “principally 

carries information designed to persuade the potential reader to peruse or buy the 

magazine” (Foges, 1999, p. 25) – it is a make or a break element that can heavily 

influence a sale. It is an area that, as Foges notes, “art directors, editors and 

publishers treat with almost neurotic seriousness” (p. 19). It should be cohesive and 

recognisable to a reader. Uniformity is generally advised in this market and as such, 

a great cover template can make or break the sale of an issue. 

 

Fig. 13A: the front cover of the May 2023 issue of Classic & Sports Car (p. 1). 

All five publication cover design templates here take the form of figurative designs 

(Zappaterra, 2007, pp. 34-35), with a feature car or group of cars being the star 

attraction (Mann, 2016, pp. 92-97), as a model might in a fashion or lifestyle 

magazine. Features such as the masthead should be bold and prominently display the 

magazine’s name, whether as a logo or as text. In terms of brand recognisability, 
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Classic & Sports Car’s iconic masthead design, using a white box containing the 

magazine name, dateline and price, is the only solid block of a single colour, and this 

has been a magazine staple since its founding. The same goes for the magazine’s 

logo, which has remained virtually unchanged since the November 1996 issue, and 

acts as an ambassador for the brand (Zappaterra, 2007, p. 44).  

 

Fig. 14A: the front cover of the March 2023 issue of Classic.Retro.Modern (p. 1). 

Meanwhile, Classic.Retro.Modern cover design, justified by being “as at home on a 

coffee table as it is at a local cars and coffee event” on their about page (Motorworld 

Media, 2018), offsets the masthead to the top left, with the magazine’s name 

displayed in a clear, simple font on a large solid colour background. The design itself 

is stylish and contemporary, going for a semi-industrial, almost Bauhaus look which 

fits in with the retro appeal of the magazine. The comedic tagline of “It’s alright if 

you like this sort of thing” fits right in just below it, but this is where the good design 

seems to end. Supporting cover lines, a major feature on all of these covers, are 

strewn about the page in two areas – segmented stories at the bottom, and an ugly 
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paragraph next to the masthead that can be disorientating to read (Zappaterra, 2007, 

pp. 28-29). 

 

Fig. 15A and 15B: the front covers of both the July 2023 issues of Classic Cars (p. 1) 

and Classics Monthly (p. 1). 

As a cover needs to convey what a magazine contains, Classic Cars magazine covers 

(see Fig. 15A) make the contents of the magazine clear by featuring as many photos 

of vehicles featured on the cover as possible. The June 2023 issue, which features a 

star article by Quentin Wilson on numerous different vehicles (pp. 44-59), features a 

total of 15 vehicles on the front cover, the most of this group. On average though, 

each cover features between seven and eleven cars. Notably, there is a lack of solid 

colour blocks to break up the cover, with the cover photo acting as a background. 

The masthead works with this by using an Impact-style font that is distinctive, bold 

and stands out against the background in white and red. 

Classic Monthly uses a similar layout (see Fig. 15B), but its design comes across as 

clunky, due to the use of brightly-coloured boxes to break up its design and make 

stories more prominent, which cheapens the magazine’s look. While this move may 

be deliberate, and similar to other hobbyist magazines like Practical Classics that use 

vibrant, eye-catching designs in this manner, using more than one font and using 
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different thicknesses of fonts could really help in emphasising stories, rather than 

sticking with Impact in either white or yellow. 

 

Fig. 16A: the front cover of the June 2023 issue of Octane (p. 1). 

Like Classic.Retro.Modern, Octane features one single shot on its covers – a striking 

visual of the main story that acts more like an art piece than a cover photo, in line 

with its demographic. The amount of text is kept to a minimum; cover lines are kept 

to the top and bottom of the page in a similar position to Classic & Sports Car, with 

only a box surrounding cover lines at the bottom as the only geometrical shape bar 

the barcode. 

An often-overlooked aspect of cover design is the spine, which not only can be used 

to reinforce a brand (Zappaterra, 2007, pp. 46-47), but can also assist collectors when 

looking for a particular issue on bookshelves. Classic & Sports Car, Classics Cars 

and Octane make great use of their spines by listing the title, dateline and some of 

the cars featured inside, making it easy for a reader to find without having to remove 

the issue from a shelf, and establish a brand that encourages regular purchasing 
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(Foges, 1999, p. 38). Classic.Retro.Modern, meanwhile, heavily underutilises its 

spine, featuring just the name of the magazine and the issue number. I would 

recommend that Classic.Retro.Modern begins implementing a system similar to the 

three previous publications, as it is a simple change that can make a positive 

difference for its readers. Classics Monthly currently is the only magazine here to not 

feature a solid spine as issues are stapled, not glued. This could change in the future, 

and if it does, using a spine to present details of magazine content is, as the research 

suggests, a great addition. 

 

COLOUR 

The use of colour, especially brighter shades, is intended to catch the eye of a reader. 

Magazine designer Roger Black notes that, in magazines, there are three essential 

colours when creating magazines – white for a background, black for text and red for 

accents (Zappaterra, 2007, p. 67). Of course, if all magazines were this scheme, then 

design language would be repetitive across all magazines, and so, to change things 

up, most simply exchange red for a different colour. 
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Fig. 17A and 17B: the contents spreads of the July 2023 issue of Classic & Sports 

Car (pp. 10-11) and June 2023 issue of Classic Cars (pp. 4-5). 

Both Classic & Sports Car and Classic Cars do this, going for three main colours: 

white, black and green in the former and white, black and red in the latter. The use of 

red is more prominently recognised by magazine designers due to its vibrancy, and 

its recognition as an exciting accent colour (2007, p. 67). Interestingly however, 

green is not a popular colour to use in colour psychology for magazine design. Even 

Yolanda Zappaterra points it out herself, noting that “green logos… don’t sell” (p. 

29) but at the same time, it is a pleasant colour, associated with positivity and wealth 

(p. 30). A theory is that Classic & Sports Car chose to use green due to British 

Racing Green’s long history as a motorsport colour, which fits in with the 

magazine’s themes, and is an understandable choice in this scenario. 
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Fig. 18A: the contents spread from the May 2023 issue of Classics Monthly (pp. 4-5). 

Classics Monthly uses four main colours to create a vibrant scheme, incorporating a 

mix of white, black, red and yellow. This makes it very eye-catching on store 

shelves, especially combined with the multitude of other elements on the front cover. 

The white, black and red combination works well, as proven by Classic Cars and 

chief rival Practical Classics, but yellow as a quaternary colour is unusual, as it can 

be seen as an overpowering colour if used incorrectly (Zappaterra, 2007, p. 30). 
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Fig. 19A: the contents spread from the July 2023 issue of Octane (pp. 9-10). 

Octane, meanwhile, makes heavy use of black and white as bold, impressive colours, 

very rarely resorting to using the accent colour outside of small details. Said accent 

colour changes frequently depending on the section of the magazine, though the most 

frequently used colour is a light blue. This colour choice is an interesting one, with 

blue representing a “peaceful and tranquil” colour, opposing the use of black and 

white to create striking contrasts, but one that can also be “cold and depressing” if 

used poorly (Zappaterra, 2007, p. 30). The accent colour appears very little 

throughout, making Octane more of a two-colour magazine than one with three. 
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Fig. 20A: the contents spread from the April 2023 issue of Classic.Retro.Modern 

(pp. 4-5). 

Unlike the other magazines, which feature a standard colour chart of a few basic 

colours, Classic.Retro.Modern uses black, white and an accent colour derived from 

the magazine’s main feature car. The March 2023 issue, for example, has brown as 

its accent colour, derived from the Citroen SM featured in ‘Sa Majesté’ (pp. 70-79). 

While the combination does not work as well if the accent colour is not vibrant and 

bright, it is a unique idea. To that end, maybe this is why the April 2023 issue uses 

pink, derived from a filter used over photographs of a black Mazda RX-7 in its 

feature article (pp. 82-91) (see fig. 20A), instead of the car itself. 

 

PAGE LAYOUT 

Having a cohesive page layout for all the different types of content in a magazine is 

an important element of magazine design. If pages are incohesive and unreadable, 

then investing time and effort into filling those pages with interesting content is 

irrelevant, hence why most magazines will use a template. However, playing around 
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with layouts, as Zappaterra points out in relation to Roger Black’s ten rules of 

design, is a good way of keeping eyes on a magazine for longer (Zappaterra, 2007, p. 

67) by surprising and exciting the reader (Foges, 1999, p. 82). 

 

Fig. 21A: a spread from the July 2023 issue of Classic Cars (pp. 24-25), showcasing 

a typical classic car magazine layout example. 

Most magazines featured here opt for a three-column layout per page, allowing for 

six columns across a spread. This allows for a solid degree of flexibility when it 

comes to playing around with laying out text and images. However, some, like 

Classic Cars and Octane, alternate between two and three for emphasis reasons, 

which can work, if done in a way that does not look clumsy and leave too much 

white space, which can be distracting to readers (Zappaterra, 2007, p. 78) if not being 

used in an impactful way. Classic Cars, for example, uses two columns during pieces 

like their road tests (see Fig. 4A), which works a majority of the time. 
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Fig. 22A: a spread from the May 2023 issue of Classics Monthly (pp. 114-115), 

featuring image placement that covers the header. 

Classics Monthly often resorts to a four-column per page layout, and it is the only 

publication to do so. In an attempt to cram in as many components as possible, some 

of them are haphazardly plastered on top of others, such as photos going over the top 

of page titles (see. Fig. 22A), inconsistent spacing between elements on the same 

page and advertisements for companies sponsoring articles covering up the page 

numbers at the bottom of the road test sections. 

 

TEXT 

Placing any form of copy (headlines, standfirsts, body, etc) of a feature or article into 

a magazine spread is not a simple case of copying and pasting the unformatted text 

over. The way that text is presented is important: Foges refers to text as the 

“backbone” of a magazine, and so making text “palatable through judicious use of 

type and image” is vital (Foges, 1999, p. 98). Any text presented should be made as 

easy to read as possible, especially with many classic car magazines catering for 
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older readers, who generally have poorer eyesight (Zappaterra, 2007, pp. 28-29) than 

a younger target audience might. 

 

Fig. 23A: an advertisement for a car dealership next to a regular page in the Classic 

Cars (June 2023, pp. 106-107), comparing font size in the dealer advertisement to a 

regular article. 

Fortunately, none of the magazines analysed here have any major issues in terms of 

readability for their own content, in terms of fonts or sizing of text. A few 

advertisements feature small text (see Fig. 23A), but the majority of text published 

by the magazines themselves is clear and easy to read, using simple serif fonts in 

contrasting colours with the background (Zappaterra, 2007, pp. 128-130). 

The only real examples of poor readability come from Classics Monthly. Using 

ragged right alignment, one of the most-popular text justification formats due to 

being easy to read (pp. 78-79), occasionally results in widowed and orphaned lines 

which make pages look untidy and unkept. This mostly comes down to the 

publication using four columns instead of three and could be easily fixed by a sub-
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editor in minutes. Fixing these formatting issues is an easy recommendation to make 

to improve the quality of the final product. 
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Fig. 24A & 24B: a spread from ‘Rotorarmed’ in the April 2023 issue (pp. 84-85), 

and ‘Horse Play’ in the March 2023 issue (pp. 104-105), of Classic.Retro.Modern. 

However, that does not mean that there are not minor issues with formatting and 

presentation. Classic.Retro.Modern has the biggest of these issues. It features some 

article titles and subheadings that, thanks to excessively styled fonts, can be hard to 

read, especially when used with certain colours. The bubble-like font used for the 

headline and other text in the ‘Rotorarmed’ article (April 2023, pp. 82-91) would be 

fine to read, if not for the white text being used in conjunction with a pink filter that 

makes it a struggle just to observe the article’s name. Similarly, ‘Horse Play’ (March 

2023, pp. 100-105) features a retro LCD-style font alongside several other 1980s-

style fonts that cannot show certain characters, leading to weird formatting issues 

with lower-case and upper-case letters. Both of these articles also go against Roger 

Black’s ten rules of design (Zappaterra, 2007, p. 67), which insist on using just one 

or two typefaces that work well together to avoid “a free-for-all of multiple fonts”. 
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PHOTOGRAPHY 

Magazines are an inherently visual format, reliant on a mix of text and imagery to get 

a message across to readers (Zappaterra, 2007, p. 67). Jeremy Leslie continues on 

this point in his book Issues: New Magazine Design, noting that those two elements 

need to be “combined in different ways to create the unique feel and look of a 

publication” (2000, p. 148). Photographing people and cars, however, are very 

different things, as noted by James Mann in the introduction to his book, How To 

Photograph Cars (2016, pp. 9-11). 

 

Fig. 25A: the feature shot used by Classic & Sports Car for its May 2023 feature 

article, ‘The Game Changers’ (pp. 88-89) 

Comparing the magazines, it is very easy to see how both a magazine’s budget and 

target demographic affect the sort of shots used, though more the former than the 

latter. For the most-striking photos, Classic & Sports Car and Classic Cars regularly 

use tracking shots (see fig. 7A), in which the car is photographed while moving from 

another vehicle (Mann, 2016, pp. 59-65). Classics Monthly, perhaps due to a limited 

budget or timescale when doing shoots, goes for panning and 3/4 panning shots (pp. 
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51-55), which can achieve a similar effect, but without needing a larger crew, a 

camera vehicle and safety equipment on-location. Octane, meanwhile, uses a mix of 

studio (pp. 112-121) and tracking shots, with the studio shots being heavily stylised 

and used to make striking primary photos when needed. Especially with Octane’s 

aims to appeal to a wealthier demographic which enjoys stylish visuals, this is a 

must. 

To its credit, Classic.Retro.Modern does punch above its weight, regularly featuring 

at least one tracking shot per road test (see Fig. 24A) in conjunction with detail shots 

(Mann, 2016, pp. 41-49)  and static shots in interesting locations. This, however, is to 

be expected, based upon the magazine’s heavy lean towards visuals (Motorworld 

Media, 2018), and having none would seem unusual. On top of this, outside of road 

tests, the magazine relies heavily on stock images, or images scanned from older 

magazines and press material.  

Due to its emphasis on maintenance and restoration, Classics Monthly features a lot 

of restoration photographs, which require the capture of information clearly for a 

reader who might be interested – it is a case of substance over style (Mann, 2016, pp. 

122-123). 

However, just gathering images and inserting them into a layout is not enough. Like 

inserting text, most images will receive some sort of manipulation and alteration, 

ranging from enhancing lighting to adding or removing background details such as 

trees and signposts within post-production (pp. 132-136). Often, this is done fairly 

seamlessly, leaving a reader none the wiser that an alteration has taken place – try 

examining a front cover of Classic Cars and see how many times details like trees 

are added in or removed, for example. However, the misuse of poorly edited images 

can ruin the look of a magazine, making it feel disingenuous. 
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Fig. 26A and 26B: the front cover of the June 2023 issue of Classics Monthly, along 

with the original image inside the feature it corresponds with (pp. 36-37). 

The July 2023 issue of Classics Monthly, for example, features a Sunbeam Rapier 

coupe on a digitally altered background as the main cover image (see above). In this 

case, the trading estate the photograph was taken at has been entirely replaced with a 

field, which becomes clear when viewing the article it relates to (pp. 36-41). Even 

without viewing the original image however, it is clear that the image manipulation 

is poor thanks to the cover shot looking extremely unrealistic. The drop shadow, 

blurring of the rear of the car and angle of the photograph are giveaways to this. 

While a little bit of enhancement is recommended, something like replacing the 

entire backdrop of images is something that the research would advise Classics 

Monthly against continuing to do. 
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CHAPTER 6 - CONCLUSIONS 

It has been interesting to see how just five magazines, out of the many more on the 

UK market, have attempted to meet criteria for demographics, content and design 

with different methods and ideas. Certainly, any new magazines entering the field 

would have to plan out every aspect of its launch and continued development very 

carefully to have a chance against such strong competition, especially when said 

competition can evolve quickly if it needs to, such as Classics Monthly adding a road 

test section in within the time frame of the three issues examined. 

There is plenty of overlap in terms of ideas, whether in demographic, content or 

design. As such, each magazine tries something different, or unique, or special, to 

attempt to meet its ideal demographic, both in terms of attracting an audience and 

advertisers, and to create what staff feel is the ideal motoring publication for both. 

Each of the following sub-chapters feature a quick overall conclusion, followed by 

points made within the analysis which could be used to improve upon the publication 

it is referring to. 

 

CLASSIC & SPORTS CAR 

From 1982 until 2023, Classic & Sports Car has had over 40 years of development 

to become both a strong seller in the UK and abroad (Majid, 2023). There is little to 

question about the approach that the magazine’s staff is taking to make its product a 

success in both digital and print formats. The amount of advertising, alongside well-

researched and intriguing articles and excellent photography suggest that Classic & 

Sports Car’s methodology is bringing the magazine continued success. 

It would be nit-picky to make suggestions for tiny elements that would do little to 

push the magazine towards more success as overall, Classic & Sports Car is firmly 

grounded and secure in its place in the market. It is instead easier to conclude that, 

from the research, that there is nothing major that would need to be altered to 

improve the Classic & Sports Car brand and magazine. 
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OCTANE 

Octane’s intended demographic requires a high level of understanding, and its 

approach to its intended market leaves very few errors or issues. Fashion and 

lifestyle trends change regularly, and what was once trendy can be uncool within a 

matter of months, and the same is true with classic cars. To that degree, Octane’s 

staff understands its audience very well, with an understanding of the lifestyle and 

interests of wealthier collectors, whether in content and visuals they may enjoy 

reading about or advertising that appeals to its readers’ needs and, in turn, pulls in 

advertisers to match. 

Though there are few issues that the research has bought up, a change that could be 

made, based on the analysis, is making use of the highlight colour/s a little more 

throughout the magazine. 

 

CLASSIC CARS 

As the longest-published of the five, Classic Cars magazine has clearly been doing 

something right since its introduction in 1973 to have survived in this competitive a 

market for that long. With it currently being the UK’s third best-selling classic car 

magazine (Majid, 2023), it would seem that the team at Classic Cars have a clear 

vision for their magazine, and what it needs to be to satisfy its market. 

As with Classic & Sports Cars and Octane, the research suggests that there is not 

much that could be changed with Classic Cars. Other than making sure that white 

space is being used for emphasis or effect, and not left due to lack of material, Bauer 

have done a great job at continuing to develop Classic Cars into a successful 

publication with its own identity. 

 

CLASSICS MONTHLY 

Kelsey’s ownership of Classics Monthly has drastically reshaped the brand far 

beyond its origins into a very different magazine as to what it once was. It is not 

necessarily for the worst, however: it resides in an interesting demographic of a 

“realistic” Practical Classics, with less of a focus on “epic” restorations that provide 
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some escapism, and more to do with jobs that the magazine encourages its audience 

to do with their cars. It tries its best to meet its audiences needs, and for the most 

part, it succeeds, especially in how much involvement it has with said audience for 

content. However, it could do with some tweaks to get the best out of its formula and 

ensure that the Classics Monthly name remains on the market for years to come, 

mostly in terms of its design, which is lacking compared to its competitors. 

Various changes that could be made, based on the analysis, include: 

• Introducing a consistent name scheme to the brand – something as simple as 

reintroducing the “Classics Monthly” name and logo back onto the front 

cover would go a long way to creating a solid brand image with the name that 

Kelsey still uses in its branding and on its websites. 

• Relying less on archive-based articles for content – perhaps something like 

Classic Cars’ ‘The List’ format could work here, which plays into Classics 

Monthly’s strong reader interaction. 

• Refine the front cover design further – use more than one font, reduce the 

clutter, make it a little clearer, especially considering the age range of 

Classics Monthly’s typical target audience. 

• Using less photographic manipulation on photos (e.g. with only minor editing 

work instead of changing the entire background) and for establishing images. 

• Fixing visual issues such as text formatting issues and image layers to 

improve the quality of presentation. 

 

CLASSIC.RETRO.MODERN 

Out of all the magazines analysed, Classic.Retro.Modern seems to be the one most in 

trouble of ceasing publication, and that is a shame for the market. It has some 

brilliant ideas, areas of extremely high quality, a varied selection of vehicles and a 

loyal readership, but these things do not always guarantee success or continued 

publication. And based on the magazine’s move to being bi-monthly (Dredge, 2023), 

as well as its editor’s regular sarcastic and defensive columns about rival 

publications to try and push the magazine’s brand as being a little edgier and 

rougher, going out of print is something that Classic.Retro.Modern’s team 

desperately wants to avoid. 
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Possible changes, based on the analysis, include: 

• Finding out the magazine’s actual audience base, perhaps through a survey, 

and targeting the magazine’s content, design and future development to that 

group. 

• Developing an identifiable brand that both audiences and advertisers 

recognise to encourage advertisers to use Classic.Retro.Modern. 

• Keeping free ad space taken up with classic car advertisements out of space 

being used for paid advertisements. 

• Making better use of space on the cover (e.g. including a dateline and 

featured cars on the spine) and clearing up some of the text (e.g. the 

paragraph of cover lines) to make it less cluttered and easier to read. 

• Reducing the number of unique features (e.g. unnecessary top ten lists with 

no justification, see fig. 9A) and adjusting others (e.g. Sheds Heaven) to be 

more engaging and interesting to a prospective reader base, and to keep 

attention firmly on the magazine. 

• Making sure that text colours and fonts are readable and do not cause 

formatting issues, as well as trying to stick to a maximum of two fonts. 
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